Environmental Engineer (Assystem - Ankara, Turkey)

General context
Assystem ENVY Energy and Environmental Investments Inc. is one of the Turkey's leading consultancy and engineering firms. Assystem ENVY performed engineering/consultancy services for more than 21,500MWe of power generation projects, including Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant, designed more than 36,000km of natural gas pipelines and prepared ESIA reports for the most important projects in the region.

Assystem has experience in full scope site engineering services using IAEA standards during pre-design and design stages of nuclear power plants. These services include but are not limited to:

- Geological, hydrogeological, geophysical (onshore/offshore) and geotechnical surveys
- Establishment of seismic monitoring stations and continuous monitoring
- Seismic and tsunami hazard analysis
- Establishment of meteorological/aerological stations and continuous monitoring
- Assessment of meteorological/aerological conditions
- Establishment of wave/current and level/temperature stations and continuous monitoring
- Bathymetrical surveys
- Assessment of marine and surface hydrological conditions
- Radionuclide, dust and thermal dispersion modeling studies
- Monitoring and assessment of onshore and offshore ecological conditions
- Mapping studies and establishment of geodynamic polygon for 1st-degree geodetic level deformation

Job Description
- Preparation of EIA Reports;
- Preparation of ESIA reports, and relevant management plans;
- Preparation of bankable environmental monitoring reports;
- To take part in the preparatory and construction stages of the work to be carried out in our domestic and foreign offices;
- Evaluating projects according to local and common international Environmental Legislation;
- Performing related archive and paperwork studies.

PROFILE
We are seeking for colleagues who are experienced in EIA & ESIA reporting and environmental monitoring to take part in our company's local and international projects.

General Qualifications
Graduate from relevant departments of universities [preferably environmental engineering];
- Has been active in the EIA & ESIA processes;
- Has carried out all the reports and fieldwork processes;
- Fluent in English both oral and written;
- Can use MS Office programs in good level;
- Has no domestic/international travel restriction;
- Has project tracking and coordination skills;
- Resident in Ankara;
- Having effective oral and written communication skills and relationship management in institutions and organizations;
- Will be able to work in harmony with the team and team management.

To apply for this position, please send your detailed resume to icinar@assystem.com